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Abstract

I started taking walks at sunset to feel better. It was January of 2021, nearly a year into the
COVID pandemic. On these antidepressant walks, I kept running into crows, participating in
their own sunset ritual, hundreds of them in a raucous shimmering black net. They flew
around the city, my hometown, gathering, gossiping, and ultimately sleeping together in trees.
I was both intoxicated by and jealous of the nightly crow party—standing under them was my
only crowd experience in nine months. For the next three months, I tracked them every night I
could. My solo practice of paying the crows attention grew into a participatory art project. The
50 human participants were my community in Providence: my classmates, partner, students,
professors, mother, childhood friends. I had the urge to share the crow crowd with my crowd,
keeping the parameters of human engagement loose enough to leave room for chaos,
refusal, or play. Each walk was different: the crows took a different route, the weather
changed. I invited the more performative humans to bring something to share: a poem, a
song, a dance, a ritual. I shot video and wrote journal entries documenting each night’s quest.
In this thesis book, I have modified my journal to tell you the story of the project, which began
with these participatory walks and developed into a video installation. You will get to know the
humans and crows whose labor, play, and care intermingled to make the piece. I will bring
you into the mess and joy of making work about non-human animals as a human—and the
complications, limits, and possibilities brought up by paying close attention to specific
communities of crows and humans.
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Glossary Of Location Abbreviations

SH- Rhode Island State House
RW- Roger Williams Memorial Park
UH- University Heights Parking Lot
PP- Prospect Park
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2/4/21
Today was the first day I filmed the crows.
I saw them almost every day when I took my antidepressant walks in January. I thought I was
going out to see the sunset, to suck the last slant of orange light into my brain. But more and
more I wanted to look for crows, follow them, stand under their swirling bodies as they
chatter, squawk, jockey. Their crowd energy was intoxicating, I tried to stand under them
forever soaking up the party. Looking up, my fingers and toes go numb, which I notice only
when I tilt my neck down to street level.
By now I have a THING going with the crows, and Kyle has suggested I make a 2-channel
video of them, so I go today with my GoPro and phone and eyes. The stakes feel higher: how
can an experience which is so bodily, so relational, be “caught” on camera? Isn’t the whole
point of them roosting together at night so that they can’t be caught?
While attending to them I have started to feel so close, like a guest or at least a party crasher,
but the camera forces me to see how far away they are. I know they can fly and I can (only)
walk, they are birds, and I am (only) human, and they are small and I am (relatively) big. I’ve
battled with the problem of anthropomorphism in my work, considered stripping the metaphor
away and dealing with either just the animal or just the human. The truth is, I always want to
be moving in between. Metaphor is such a common way that humans relate to animals, and
that’s where much of the messiness and intrigue lies for me. I think that making animals into
metaphors is anthropocentric, but I also think it is culturally important. Animal metaphors
have produced so much art and language; we are surrounded by them always even if we are
not seeking them out. I’m not defending it as moral or immoral, but I am interested in
engaging with the whole muddy mix of it.
But here I am standing on the ground with my camera, pointing it up 60, 70 feet in the air to
the crows, feeling the physical distance between us quiver and solidify into something bigger,
something more difficult, the impossibility of me ever truly knowing what it’s like to be them,
my assumptions about them creating distance even as they make me feel closer. I think
about Thomas Nagel’s description of the impossible task of a human imagining what it’s like
to be a bat: “Insofar as I can imagine this (which is not very far), it tells me only what it would
be like for me to behave as a bat behaves. But that is not the question. I want to know what it
is like for a bat to be a bat. Yet if I try to imagine this, I am restricted to the resources of my
own mind, and those resources are inadequate to the task.”1
It can’t be a coincidence that Nagel chose another flying, dark, and collective creature as his
example. In Nagel’s description of the limits of imagining a bat’s consciousness, I see an
argument for the limits of anthropomorphism. I had always thought about how easy mimicry
is—that it was a bit of a lazy exercise. But now I’m considering that maybe it isn’t too easy,
but too difficult. Which means it’s something I must work with.
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Thomas Nagel, “What Is It Like to Be a Bat?” The Philosophical Review 83 (1974): 435-450.
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2/21/21
I go out at 5:15. It’s a bit later than I had hoped because I’m still trying to figure out when the
crow party starts, how far the first eruption of black marks into the sky is from the sunset. In a
few days, I’ve decided, I will start inviting other people to join me. I stop on the bridge where I
have a better view of the sky and I wait a small amount of time, maybe two minutes but also
maybe one because the cold makes it feel longer, and then I see them, flying between those
new terrible sand-colored condos. I think that they have already gotten to the state house
(SH) or are at least flocking on the other side of SH near the Department of Administration
building, which is where I accidentally gave blood and drank one of those tiny cans of ginger
ale last Tuesday. I get to the parking lot of the Citizens Bank which is a great spot because I
can see the two main final sleep-roost spots, SH and Roger Williams Memorial Park (RW),
but I can’t see the murder. I get to SH but nobody is there. Strange. I also don’t see anyone
flying or roosting on College Hill. I say fuck out loud because I am thinking about when I bring
people with me, I better have it together to be able to track the crows better. I want to impress
my future participants, but I know I can’t control the crows and that’s the whole point.
The feathery, furry mess of interactions and relationships between humans and other animals
has been a space for me to open up and get further entangled in questions of systems of
exchange and alternative economies. I’m thinking about Donna Haraway, who led me away
from hierarchical models of human/other relationships and towards ways of thinking that
acknowledge assumptions and existing power structures, while also revealing the multichannel, omnidirectional, and looping links between humans and other animals. In her
Companion Species Manifesto, she addresses how welcoming a more complicated frame
might lead to more honesty: “Living with animals, inhabiting their/our stories, trying to tell the
truth about relationship, co-habiting an active history: that is the work of companion species,
for whom ‘the relation’ is the smallest possible unit of analysis.”2 I’m spending time cohabiting an active history with the crows: watching them, listening for them, thinking about
them. I assume they also see me visit them, wearing my orange coat and showing up nearly
every day, or at least I hear them alerting each other to my presence, and they do not always
fly away from me and nobody has attacked me yet.
I remember they might be at the Department of Administration and try to get a peek. I see
them flying straight ahead, in a place where I have never seen them, north. I go down the
terrifyingly blank strip of one-way State St., I get to the end and I see them in a huge group
across two highways. I can tell they’re at the big post office because I see the building. I had
no idea that the post office was THERE although now it makes sense. I can’t really get to
them safely and I’m getting cold, so I go home, thinking how screwed I am if they are roosting
that far north, that that’s a long way to ask a person to walk with me down a mostly
unwalkable street. I get home and then 5 minutes later I see them all! In a huge moving mass
in the sky! Across the orange sky! Flying south, I think to SH! Or maybe RW. I watch them
through the window, and they are beautiful if silent and I miss them.

2

Donna Haraway, The Companion Species Manifesto: Dogs, People, and Significant Otherness (Chicago: Prickly Paradigm
Press, 2003), 20.
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2/22
Rainy.
2/23
Scup picks me up in her blue car at 5:15. I wasn’t sure if the crows had already settled for the
night so we checked their sleeping spots, but they weren’t there yet. It was a little drizzly so at
this point I think maybe we won’t see them. We get out of the car near SH and then after
about seven minutes I see them flying, it looks like a small group is flying from the mall to
RW. But when we get to RW we can’t see them! We are stumped. But then I hear a caw and
then a CAW and then see them floating in a big cloud! Over the street. We follow them to a
Shakespeare garden. Scup is thrilled, being a Shakespeare nerd, she even picked out a
Shakespeare poem to read to the crows. So, everything is falling into place. Even with all of
our child-teen-and-adult wanderings around Providence together we have never experienced
this square of our hometown. The city is new in its translation of crow-to-human geography,
converting wings to legs.
Everyone starts flying down the hill, slowly trickling down, tree to tree. We watch them and
then Scup says the party’s over and we walk back to RW where everyone is settling in for the
night. Scup performs the poem a few times and the crows seem neutral about it; they are
quieting down by now. The poem is grisly, she had a hard time finding a crow-positive poem.
It’s cold and we are done filming and the crows are settled so we leave, walking out of the
park on a shit-splattered path.
I watch the footage that night and am disappointed, the video is not aesthetically where I
want it to be. I care very deeply about how things look, and take pleasure in looking, and will
defend that forever. I hope that my aesthetics can serve my content or at least engage a
viewer and make them want to stay long enough to get into the other stuff. It’s important to
me to pursue both conceptual and aesthetic rigor at the same time. It’s very difficult and I’m in
no way “there yet” in every project. But I feel quite strongly about rejecting it as a choice that I
must make because art history and criticism have made a false binary between concept and
aesthetics.
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2/27
Mama arrives at PP and we look out on the horizon and I see a small group flying north. After
a while she says maybe we should follow them. I suggest we drive down to RW and park
there. Then we see a group of crows, maybe 15-20, flying back up the hill. So back up we go.
I’m feeling exhausted and I think she is tired, too, and I feel bad for making her walk up a hill
we just drove down. We walk south, we don’t see them, we walk past their favorite tree on
Bowen St., we don’t see them, we walk to Woods Gerry, we don’t see them. Mama remarks
that this place was unknown to her before she met me, and then we laugh because she
made me, not met me.
We are getting frustrated. Where are the crows? But I also know that their absence, their
refusal to be seen or our inability to see them, is something that I am committed to dealing
with in my work in general: setting up a situation, with an art object or a set of instructions,
that is seductive or specific enough to get a participant to engage, while keeping the
parameters loose enough so that there is room for disruption, refusal, or chaos. I then have to
deal with those changes either physically in the work or in the story I tell about the work.
There are some crow walks where I never lose them, but those feel less emotionally fraught
and alive. The disruption of losing and finding them reveals to me how much I care, how
much I want to see them and show them to another person.
We walk down Meeting St., no crows. Walk past the Shakespeare garden. I think maybe the
crows went to bed early because of the rain. I want to go to bed early because of the rain. But
they are not at RW. I think they must be sleeping at SH; we get there, no crows. I am tired
and disappointed. I asked my mom to bring a poem to read to the crows and she says she
wrote one herself. She decides to read the poem even though there are no crows. I film, and
the poem is even more perfect than I could have imagined, very snowy, talking about a
raucous crow party. We see the independent man on top of the SH dome and talk about how
my dad used to tell my sister and me it was my mom, because she worked at SH lobbying,
and when we would drive by, he would say “say hi to mom!” And we would wave and scream
HI MOM and have no sense of scale and that she was much smaller than the independent
man and also not made of bronze and also nobody has a job standing on top of a building,
contrapposto with a staff—figure models do that, but inside. She reads a few times and I film
her. I say I wish the crows were there. We walk back towards the car and as we approach
RW I don’t see any crows. I give up completely. As soon as we step into the park under their
trees, we hear them, and then suddenly, we see them, a black batlike flickering mostly in the
coniferous trees.
I cannot describe in words how elated I am, how relieved. We watch them and then she
reads the poem a few times to the crows but doesn’t get much applause; they are subdued
tonight. We watch them in silence for a long time and they go through cycles of being very
still and flying in small packs. They go in and out of our vision because the sky is very dark
but sometimes a grey cloud passes behind them and we see them. After a while we are
done, need to pee, say goodbye, squish across the field back to the car.
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In the last scene we shoot, my mom does crowd work with the crows, she talks to them like
they are listening to her words. I think about her comfort connecting with them, how many
years of practice she’s had talking to animals, how she taught me and my primatologist sister
to be this way in the world. And my own impulse to do the same thing—to seek out animals
and relate to them.
Lately I have been thinking about this in the context of whiteness: my own comfort with
making comparisons between my white self and other animals, and how white women more
broadly often use relationships with animals to control or influence other people. I’m thinking
of Carol Baskin from Tiger King, my sister’s exploitative primatologist bosses, or even women
I have encountered at the carousel who screamed at my coworkers and me when we
wouldn’t let them take their tiny dogs for a ride. People like Dian Fossey are in this mix
here—high-profile or celebrity animal researchers with real power making real enemies in the
name of helping animals.
While I’m skeptical of this concealed and wielded power, I want to confront the issue in my
work. I don’t think it’s inevitable that white lady animal art reinforces dominant power
structures, that there can be ways to make it more complicated. As an example, I’m thinking
about Nina Katchadourian’s Mended Spiderwebs (1998). Eva Hayward’s description of the
piece gets to the complicated web (pun acknowledged) of love, refusal, care, and labor:
There is something about the artfulness, or inventiveness, of the mended webs that
speaks to my sense of co-presence, to shared forms of movements, animation, and
percussion. The failure of collaboration, here, doesn’t negate the energetic interactions
of these species. Error exposes limits, even the limits of species, which are also nearness. Spiders build out their own worlds, and Katchadourian tunes her art practice to
approximate the frequency of their effort. Her red-threaded webs do not look like the
spiders’—they are always other to the other—but the capacity to create, to syncopate,
to improvise, seems a co-reactivity between spiders and peoples.3
This is not a story about dominance, about power over; this is not a story of “work” that
abides by any constraints of the human economic system we live under. I wrestle with this
system constantly as it structures my own relationship with labor, and my personal attraction
to and love/hate relationship with long periods of extremely time-intensive processes like
weaving, covering objects, and crocheting. I spend a lot of time wrestling with a labor-leisure
dichotomy that I think is false, but still hold onto. My mom has “retired” from nonprofit work
and teaching to savor the strenuous physical and emotional labor of living on a communal
farm. Her father was a chemist who invented the smell for freeze-dried coffee, and who liked
to drink beer and dig ditches for fun. Where does this inheritance of white, upper-middle-class
fetishization or yearning for labor lurk in my work? And how can I challenge that, introduce a
wild element of economic futurism, new systems of exchange of physical toil, emotional labor,
and attention?

3

Eva Hayward, “Spiderwomen” In Trap Door: Trans Cultural Production and the Politics of Visibility (Cambridge: MIT Press,
2017): 270-272.
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3/2/21
I crow with Natan. When I get there, I ask if he saw anybody yet and he says no but that he
heard them, up the hill behind PP. We see some crows trickle across the sky. We have
agreed in advance to talk as little as possible, to immerse ourselves into the nonverbal. There
are no clouds, they have been blown away by the fast wind and the sun sits low, 100% yolk.
We talk about where to go and decide to go to RW but first stop by home so Natan can get a
warmer coat. While I’m waiting outside they come, crowing, right above me! They fly and call
and seem to be riding the wind for business and pleasure all at the same time, making their
way downtown flying fast faces pass and they’re roost bound. Natan comes out wearing my
periwinkle coat. We walk. Natan sees them in a crack between the houses, clustered in trees
in front of a striped building. There are 6 trees and the crows are densely packed together.
Who can blame them? My feet are numb. We walk closer and enter an office park Narnia,
there are concrete and brick paths making a courtyard and 3 buildings and 6 trees and 400(?)
crows and 1 wooden gazebo. Natan wanders around the labyrinth looking at crows and I film.
A few times I look for him and can’t see him and then he re-emerges, crowlike.
Increasingly I have been thinking that my work is as much a practice of attention as it is a
visual practice. I first got into this realization by reading Jenny Odell’s How to Do Nothing:
Resisting the Attention Economy, where she lays out an anticapitalist, historical and
ecological urgency “to wrest our focus from the attention economy and replant it in the public,
physical realm.”4 Odell describes her own practices of attention and brings in artists already
working in practices of attention, often intersecting with labor, such as Mierle Laderman
Ukeles—who Natan and I joke could have been our child if we had a time travel machine. I
am specifically interested in the quest as a practice of attention: setting out on a journey with
a goal and dealing with whatever happens along the way. I see Sophie Calle’s Suite
Venetienne (1980) as a quest-project, where the quest-task is to follow a man she met at a
Paris opening. I am interested in Andrea Arnold’s use of quest in her films, especially Wasp
(2003), where the quest-task of going on a date with a high school flame gets complicated
and dangerous when the protagonist tries to hide her children to do so. Andy Goldsworthy
made an animal-quest-project, Arch (1999), where the quest-task was to travel along an
ancient trade route from Scotland to London, installing a sandstone arch in as many sheep
holding pens as possible.5

4

Jenny Odell, How to Do Nothing: Resisting the Attention Economy (Brooklyn: Melville House, 2019).
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Andy Goldsworthy and David Craig, Arch (London: Thames and Hudson, 1999).
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3/3/21
I crow by myself. I walk out of my house and see a few flying north. I follow them to the
parking lot of University Heights (UH). From there I can see them in the post office area and I
don’t want to go there by myself. So I shoot them from afar. A teenager walks up to me and
smiles and I tell the teenager I am looking at the crows and he looks and then asks me for
money but I don’t have any cash. It starts to get cold and I can see them swirling around the
post office and some start to trickle downtown and I decide to go home. I go home and then
from my window I see them rushing in a big group across the whole skyline to SH, I go out on
the porch quickly and film them. I think about my dad filming the sunset from the same porch
to make his piece 1000 Sunsets (2015), and I miss him.
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3/4/21
In the morning I have an email from my sister. The title is “Corvid Paper” and the body text
says “this is the best one.” It’s a short paper that compares ape intelligence to corvid
intelligence which makes sense because she is a primatologist getting her PhD in monkeys
at UCLA. I miss her. I don’t crow today because I have a meeting.
3/13/21
Today I am planning to crow with Hannah and Huaqin. I get to PP before them. I am carrying
a big video tripod and a guy asks me if I’m a photographer. I am so thirsty for stranger chats.
His name is Jairson and he’s from Pawtucket. I sit on the grass with him and he tells me he’s
a poet and reads me one of his poems, which I like. Then he asks if he can read a love
poem, and I say of course but is it ok if I film. He says yes, he is a thot for the camera, and
we laugh. Hannah arrives. Huaqin calls me and says she’s on her way and she’s with her
friend Emma, is it ok that she’s coming along. I say of course. Hannah helps me set up the
camera and Jairson reads the poem, when he is about halfway through the poem Huaqin and
Emma silently join us on the grass. We chat for a bit, and then I say do we want to get going
to track the crows and I invite Jairson to come too; at this point he is a very important part of
the group. We walk towards Olney St and have a few moments listening, trying to hear them
but the human group is large and chatty. We get to Olney and we see a few going west. I
lead us to UH and we see them near the post office, swarming around. I think it’s too late to
go there since it looks like they’re already swarming. Hannah and I discuss which way to walk
and decide to go down to Charles St. to intercept them. As we emerge onto Charles exactly
that happens, we see them streaming in a huge group over the river. As we are walking
Hannah and I are chatting and Jairson calls “Hannah” from behind us and we both look and
he cackles. He got us. We walk down the park to the main sleep spot and walk under the
trees, Jairson asks if they will shit on us and I say probably not. Emma is very cold and
leaves. The four of us who remain sit on the brick walkway and do tarot. We wait for the
crows to caw as the signal of which cards to pull. The tarot readings are both generally
positive and we are having fun even though it is cold. I say I want to take a group pic before
we go, I take a pic of the three of them and then Jairson insists that Hannah takes a photo of
me, I object but he insists. He then takes a pic of Hannah taking a pic of me and puts it on his
Snapchat. We say goodbye to the crows and Hannah and Huaqin walk back to class and
Jairson and I walk back up the hill. He had a lot of invitations to social gatherings tonight but
ultimately decided to go to a bonfire. I do like him and have a good amount of trust in him but
it’s dark and the darkness makes me realize that he is someone I just met a couple hours
ago, so I go to PP instead of going home. We reveal our ages to each other. He is 21 and I
am 30, and we both assumed the other was 24. He says bye and invites me and Natan to
hang out sometime.
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3/15/21
Today I crow with Mike and Nick. Nick was in my class in January and February, which was
all on Zoom, so this is my first time meeting them in real life. I get to PP, it’s cold and windy,
30 degrees. Nick and Mike both brought cameras to shoot videos with, I have the GoPro. I
say we can switch off who leads and who holds the cameras. We get going.
In relation to participatory video, two major influences inflect how I think about translating a
practice of attention to video: reality TV and documentary filmmaking. I often but not always
watch or half-watch Real Housewives while I’m weaving. And I’m obsessed with the way
Agnes Varda (especially Gleaners, 2000) and Errol Morris (especially Gates of Heaven,
1978) let people tell their own stories, their own focused attention on their subjects showing
through the way they edit and ask questions. My choice to give control of cameras to the
participants was one of trying to give them more agency, letting them tell their own stories
and most importantly, challenging my importance as artist or director. In the editing and
display process, my own presence is re-enforced, but I’m interested in how to create a
balance of instruction and control that lets things get chaotic and beautiful.
I am excited to see Nick participate because I’m curious how my pedagogical stance and
interest in alternative education seep into my work. I think there’s an inherently teacherly
impulse in my participatory work. With the crow piece, I often answer questions and direct
people to pay attention to certain things, a hands-on or eyes-on learning experience. My
studies of more student-driven models of learning—Montessori, Freire, hooks—directly
influence how I see my relationship to my participants. I remember the thrill of finding out that
two of my favorite artists who make interactive work, Helio Oticica and Lygia Clark, were
influenced by Freire. I think some people are surprised when I say they can choose how we
follow the crows—they were expecting to be led on a tour. I’m more interested in how we can
build knowledge and hunt together. The repetitiveness of the crow-tracking process does give
me a background in doing it, but each new participant makes me see or hear or think
something new.
We walk down and see a few crows here and there and then end up on Olney, where we see
two groups fly in different directions. We wait maybe 5 minutes, but it feels longer because it
is so cold, and then we see the crows that went southeast fly back northwest. Mike thinks
they’re going to the Billy Taylor Playground, but I disagree; they were going farther west. I
think if it had been warmer, I would have been more flexible and let Mike lead us somewhere
new which I thought would be astray. But maybe that’s not true. We go towards UH, but we
don’t see or hear any crows. I am embarrassed because I insisted we go this way. Also it’s
getting colder. Mike guides us to Doyle, we see the crows flying over the river, they are doing
their big endless stream and we can see them through a few gaps in the buildings. We watch
and film them in silence for a while, then down to Charles St. We all stare at the big billboards
on the side of the road, there is one for a personal injury firm with the phone number 4444444. We debate which of the 4 lawyers pictured is the least trustworthy. We keep walking
and turn to the crows, they are at the striped building. The three of us enter a period of
silence, looking, taking videos, walking slowly. Nick says they feel the crowd energy. We are
there for 10 minutes and I think the crows are settling in for the night but they keep getting
more and more riled up and then all of a sudden they are gone, flying black into the dark sky,
towards RW. I ask if the humans are up to visit the final spot; we are all very cold now, but
they are down. We walk down to RW and visit the crows there, they are sleepy, I take some
photos and we say goodbye.
22
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3/16/21
Today I had to cancel because I had class. At 7:05 Zibby texts me a video of the crows-—
“Just got this from my roomie.” When I get home Natan asks if I saw his Instagram story and I
say no, and he tells me that when he was on a run, he saw them. I feel good knowing that the
crow watching labor has been spread around.
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helped me build things I didn’t know how to build; you helped me fix what I built wrong the
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Thank You.
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